
The  is a customizable 
architectural solution that can be adapted 
to fit almost any space.

24V along with the possibility of controlling 
its fixtures individually or as a group using 
the LUWA ecosystem.

The Alina family comprises an ever-growing 
number of fixtures 
making it easy to change the look of the 
room the Alina is installed in.

Configurable Architectural Linear System
Alina



Alina
Surface to suspended

The  of the sytem lets 
you combine multiple installation 
methods to reach the unique 
design you are looking for.

Easy system configuration and
reconfiguration makes it perfect 
for evolving spaces.



Versatile Archictural Track System
AlinaAlina

Suspended

Create shapes that enhance the 
architectural look of the space.

Exploit the wide range of available 
fixtures and control them on two 
independent zones to maximize 
the usage of this 
simple linear system.



Alina
Recessed

Its versatility allows it to be
integrated in any type of project, 
commercial, residential,
hospitality.

The heavy duty "snap in" 
module ensure that you can 
move the fixtures frequently 
within the channel



Spotlights

Dimmable | Adjustable | Flexible
Zoombar

1201
1202
1203

Beam angle adjustable on the field

LUWA enabled

Alina Fixtures

FC1401



Dimmable | decorative | accent |  wall wash

Many accessories for both visual and light distribution

Optimized UGR rating 

Downlights
Alina Fixtures

G3

5 G5



+ 2000 POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS

Many decorative accessories

Beam angle adjustable on the field

Luwa enabled

Decorative | Focusable | Smart

Zoombar

Suspensions
Alina Fixtures

Light Drop

+ 2000 POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS



+ 2000 POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS

Zoombar

Ellis

Linear Modules
Alina Fixtures

Custom length fixture

Many output options

Wide range of colour temperature options

+ 2000 POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS

Customizable | Dimmable | Dim to warm feature
Alina insert slim

Alina insert Alina insert



Compatible with Luwa ecosystem

Made in North America

Configure
your ideal lighting solution now!

your local sales representative

about Alina and our other products

the Luwa ecosystem

LUMEN WARM  155 Fortin Street, Suite 180, Quebec, QC G1M 3M2
+1 866 586.3692    info@lumenwarm.com    lumenwarm.com

Discover

Contact

Learn more

https://lumenwarm.com/en/alina-family/
https://lumenwarm.com/en/our-partners/
https://lumenwarm.com/en/shop/drivers-2/luwa-zigbee/
https://lumenwarm.com/en/

